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SANGIR
Plastics

SERVICING CUSTOMERS WITH QUALITY THERMOPLASTIC

Sangir Plastics P. Ltd is an ISO 9001: 2000 Certified company offering
thermoplastic piping & sheeting solutions to quality concious customers
It is a pioneer in bringing several advanced plastic solutions to India.

Helping you achieve
your long term goals
SANGIR PLASTICS PVT LTD. is a
manufacturer of industrial piping
systems and specialized plastic
products, based in Mumbai, India. An
ISO 9001:2000 Certified Company,
Sangir has been in the plastics industry
for over 25 years and occupies place in
the industry as premium quality
manufacturer of advanced plastics
products.
Sangir has techincally advanced
manufacturing locations in India at Vapi,
Gujarat & near Jaipur, Rajasthan
spanning on a total area of over 500000
sq ft. Sangir products are offered with
guaranteed performance. The objective

of providing high cost benefit to ensure
that customer long terms goals are
addressed with products that last even
longer. No wonder Sangir Products are
now exported to over 10 different
countries in 3 continents.
INDUSTRIES SERVED:
{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Chemical
Pharmaceutical
Metalurgy
Automobile
Fishing
Electronics
Telecom
Dredging

{
{
{
{
{
{
{
{

Waste Water
Sugar Mills
Textile
Power, Energy
Mining
Nuclear Power
Defence
Shipping

PIONEERING PRODUCTS
‡ KYNAR® PVDF - Sangir becomes the first company in India to produce Kynar®
approved PVDF pipes in India. Pipes are available upto 160mm are marked
Kynar®.
‡ Sangir PPGL Pipes – First Company in India to provide fibre glass lined PP pipes.
‡ Sangir PolyGL Sheets – Launch of PPH2222 sheets with fibre glass backing

Performance Ɣ Persistence Ɣ3DUWQHUVKLS

PIPING AND SHEET PRODUCTS SINCE 1982.

Quality products &
services to create
value for you

BETTER
SOLUTIONS:
For Smart
Customers

Sangirs products are approved by leadig
consultatnts like AKPG, BV,TUV, SGS, Toyo.
Peace of Mind – Guaranteed.
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SOLUTIONS
Sangir offer a broad range of
pipes & fittings for chemical,
water, gas & slurry transport
in temperatures between
o
o
20 C and +140 C in various
pressure classes.
International standardization
in colors, sizes is followed as
well as custom colors/sizes in
high performance areas have
been developed to support
several engineering clients.

The Sangir range of sheeting
products displays a variety of
sizes, thicknesses & colors.
A broad choice of solutions
for diverse customer
applications is well served
with high dimensional
consistency, superior inputs,
& a controlled production
environment. From storage
tanks for chemical industry
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Range:

THERMOPLASTIC

16mm to 630mm
PN 2.5 to PN16

SOLUTIONS

Standardization:
HDPE
ISO 4427
IS14333
DIN8074
IS7360
PP
DIN 8077
PVDF
ISO 10931

sheets

IS 4984
IS14151
EN12204
IS 8008

DIN16962

A dedicated services team
of engineers, supervisors
and trained welders assists
customers to decide the
right solutions for them,
provide technical support,
deliver complete turnkey
jobs. Sangir has undertakes
jobs for complete piping at
chemical, zinc, nuclear
power plants, ETPs etc and
its deliverables are in
successful trouble free
operation for several years.
The team has to its credits
large projects of over 60
kms of advanced
polypropylene piping with
over 40000 joints executed
flawlessly and has set an
ideal for such jobs in the
country.
{ Turnkey Projects
{ Installation & Commissioni
{ Marine outfall

to decorative sheets for the
construction industry –
Sangir has it all !

. PIPES .
. FITTINGS .
. SHEETS .
. VALVES .
. PROFILES .
. RODS .
. CUSTOM PARTS.

COMPLETE
SOLUTIONS IN:
. POLYETHYLENE .
. POLYPROPYLENE .
. POLYSTYRENE .
. POLYVINYLIDENE
FLOURIDE .

Range:

. PP FIRE RETARDANT .

Width: 300mm to 1500mm
Length: 2M - 20M (Roll form)
Thickness: 0.5mm to 25mm

. PP HOMOPOLYMER .
. UHMWPE .

Thermoforming, Glass Lining,

DIN 16962
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. CPVC - PVC.

& PIPING DESIGN

Quality is a race where the finish is only the beginning….
Sangir holds the ISO 9001:2000 Certification since Year 2000
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SANGIR HOUSE - 366/2933, Motilal Nagar-II, Link Road, Mumbai – 400 062, INDIA
T: +91 22 28724023 F: +91 22 28741794 E: info@sangir.in ; sangir@vsnl.com W: www.sangir.in ; www.pvdf.in

